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 There might always be resistance to replacing print books with apps 

for storytelling programs. However there are many emerging options that 

can improve literacy, bolster the library's reputation as an up-to-date 

technological powerhouse, and that may even be used in tandem with print 

books. As Greenwalt points out in his article on creative digital programming 

for youth, "It’s a chance to start teaching digital literacy skills at an early 

age, and help parents and caregivers to recognize that technology can be 

something more than just an electronic babysitter" (Greenwalt 18). 

Technology is developing at such a rapid pace that without frequent 

"updates," the gap between digital natives and other generations will only 

widen. There are many digital programs that allow parents and children to 

learn together: apps that allow users to see, hear, and interact with a 

narrative; apps that allow users to complete puzzles and achieve goals; and 

apps that encourage users to sing, play, read, write, and talk. Using 

feedback gathered from librarian blogs, professional reviews and reports, 

and user reviews, I will report on apps as they apply to the Every Child 

Ready to Read's 5 Early Literacy Practices: talking, singing, playing, reading, 

writing (Lucey and Penna). Each of the apps I will report on have been used 

by librarians for storytime programs, and can be used to either supplement 

a book-based storytime, or to design a new digital-based storytime. 

Although there are a number of excellent apps that can help librarians 
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enhance storytime, I will focus on apps that allow for and encourage child 

and parent participation, develop digital literacy, and enhance early literacy 

skills. 

 

Reading 

There are many children's eBook apps available that would work well 

in any storytime program. If the library has projecting capabilities, every 

member of the audience would be able to clearly see the images and text of 

the story, giving apps an advantage over print books. There is a particularly 

large range of eBook app interactivity levels – with some simply functioning 

as a static image and text, and some requiring participation with animated 

images in order to progress the story. Libraries could incorporate highly 

interactive apps into storytime programs by having the children call out to 

the librarian how to manipulate the image, by allowing a volunteer 

participant to touch the screen and progress the story, or by hosting a 

collection of 10-30 iPads and allotting one to every parent/child pairing. One 

Illinois library divides storytime attendees into two groups. Half of the 

parent/child pairs receive an iPad, and are assisted on how to use a number 

of storytime apps, while the rest participate in an early literacy board game, 

and switch after 10 minutes (Jones). 

 The Three Little Pigs by Nosy Crow is a self-described “3-D fairytale” 

that allows the user to choose between three main options: read and play, 

http://blogs.slj.com/afuse8production/2011/05/03/app-review-the-three-little-pigs-by-noisy-crow/
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read to me, or read by myself (Nosy Crow). Read and Play includes 

obstacles that the reader must manipulate in order to progress the story. For 

example, the users are encouraged to blow onto the wolf as he is about to 

blow the house down. The iPad microphone will recognize the interaction, 

and the wolf will respond (Bird).  As Watertown’s supervisor of children’s 

services says, “It’s really fun to watch the kids blowing their houses down. 

Their snot’s going everywhere and it’s great!” (Samtani). It also includes a 

“tap and read” function, which allows users to tap characters or images to 

receive text. This tap and read component is an excellent digital literacy 

tool, as it demonstrates that information can be stored invisibly and recalled 

instantaneously if the correct location is activated. The app has been 

recognized by several professional reviews and awards, including a starred 

review from Kirkus, the 2011 Editor’s Choice Award by Children’s Technology 

Review magazine and Gagetwise’s One of the Top 10 “The Best Children’s 

Books on the iPad” (Nosy Crow) (Kirkus Review). Librarians who are 

considering implementing apps into children programing should stay aware 

of these awards, and should turn towards professional reviewers that 

consider apps, such as Kirkus, for guidance. 

 Other excellent reading apps include: Don’t Let the Pigeon Run This 

App! by Disney, Dr. Seuss Short Story Collection by Oceanhouse Media, The 

Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore by Moonbot Studios, and Go 
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Away Big Green Monster by Night & Day Studios. 

 

Singing 

 The Wheels on the Bus, recommended for children 18 months and 

older, incorporates singing, recording, and narrative to tell a classic story 

and has received glowing professional and user reviews (Lucey and Penna). 

It is a clever way to teach children about music: children can learn to 

distinguish between the sounds of 4 different instruments, and may begin to 

understand the difference between soprano and tenor voices. In addition to 

singing, users can interact with animated images on screen: spinning the 

wheels, swishing the wipers, and serving cake. One of the most unique 

interactive aspects to this app is the recording function. Users can record 

and playback audio of themselves singing along to the story. The recording 

function will not only act as a fun motivating factor to participation, but also 

as an educational digital literacy tool – demonstrating the concept of 

technological permanence and playback capabilities. Although this app could 

be projected onto the wall or a screen, one children’s librarian reports “I hold 

the iPad facing the children and then activate the animations as we sing” 

(Hicks). Hicks also describes the app as “fun,” and notes the relevance of 

the Every Child Ready to Read practice of singing, affirming that the app is a 

great tool for developing early literacy skills (Hicks).  Other highly 

recommended apps that involve singing include: Twinkle Twinkle by Super 
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Simple Learning, My First Songs by Ringzero Game Studio, and It’s A Small 

World by Disney. 

 

Writing and Talking 

 While children’s apps have yet to widely enable physical writing, there 

are a number of outstanding options that allow children to participate in the 

creation of a narrative. Due to the nature of touch screen technology, much 

of the "writing" (or in this case, the creation of story through words) is done 

orally. For this reason I have combined the practices of writing and talking. 

Perhaps in the future, apps for children learning how to physically write will 

be available, but for now oral storytelling seems to be more dominant. 

 Puppet Pals HD by Polished Play LLC allows users to create short 

movies by combining characters, setting, and plot. Users can then record 

their voices, essentially "writing" the narrative of the story they have 

created. The app also allows users to further develop their digital literacy 

skills by sharing their movie on a number of different portals, such as e-mail 

and YouTube (Lucey and Penna). One parent user review emphasizes the 

collaborative nature of the app and states that the "skits that my daughter 

and I did [...] bring me so much joy" (iTunes). Polished Play LLC is 

continually updating the app, and has also released Puppet Pals 2, which 

includes many historical characters for storytelling. According to the product 

page, this app is recommended for all ages, "even young children," and has 
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been used in classroom settings for book reports, history projects, ESL 

development, and to help children gain confidence with presentations 

(iTunes). Puppet Pals 1 and 2 are both available for free through iTunes, and 

have been recommended for preschool programming by the Colorado 

Libraries Journal (Lucey and Penna).  

 

Playing 

 Unsurprisingly, apps that focus on Play are more abundant than every 

other type. Many game or activity apps for young children could greatly 

enhance storytime - both in terms of education and entertainment. However, 

librarians need to be discerning when selecting a Play app, and must ensure 

that the activity will enhance the overall experience of storytime, rather than 

overpower and distract from it. 

 Many apps encourage children to apply their creativity and imagination 

towards constructing a digital item. For example, the very popular Easy Bake 

Treats by Hasbro Inc., allows children to go through the steps of baking and 

decorating an item (Wall). This may be a useful addition to a food themed 

storytime, and teaches digital literacy skills, lifestyle knowledge, and design 

skills. Bug Builder by TickleTap Apps allows children to combine shapes, 

colours, and drawing to design and hatch a unique bug. One librarian blog 

recommends using this app collaboratively in storytime by having children 

call out colours and shapes to build a bug together (Falling Flannelboards). 
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There are many other apps that incorporate shapes, patterns, alphabet, and 

counting lessons into their games. For example, Fish School by Duck Duck 

Moose offers 8 educational activities for preschoolers, as well as a "Play" 

mode that allows users to manipulate characters in funny ways (iTunes). 

 When done thoughtfully, the inclusion of apps does not have to 

challenge the essential purpose of storytime programming. As Tara Roberts 

notes:  

 

"The ALA Guidelines for storytimes are as follows: “Storytimes for 

infants and toddlers offer an opportunity for children’s librarians to 
teach and demonstrate strategies which caregivers can use at home to 

support their child’s early literacy development.” (Roberts) 
(Association for Library Service to Children)  

 
As demonstrated, children’s apps can be uniquely instrumental in singing, 

playing, talking, reading, and writing; all of which have widely accepted as 

the core practices towards early literacy development. Additionally, any app 

provides valuable digital literacy development, and the opportunity for 

parents and children to learn collaboratively. Apps are being incorporated 

into library programs to great success, and as a result are enhancing early 

literacy in outstanding ways.  
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